Users/459
Eventually, you will unquestionably discover a other experience and achievement by spending more
cash. nevertheless when? realize you tolerate that you require to acquire those every needs next
having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to get something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will lead you to understand even more a propos the globe, experience, some places,
taking into account history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your definitely own period to function reviewing habit. along with guides you could enjoy now is
users/459 below.

manage and monitor running processes, discover
Using and Administering Linux: Volume 2 David

the power of the special filesystems, monitor and

Both 2019-12-11 Experience an in-depth

tune the kernel while it is running – without a

exploration of logical volume management and

reboot. You’ll then turn to regular expressions

the use of file managers to manipulate files and

and the power that using them for pattern

directories and the critical concept that, in Linux,

matching can bring to the command line, and

everything is a file and some fun and interesting

learn to manage printers and printing from the

uses of the fact that everything is a file. This book

command line and unlock the secrets of the

builds upon the skills you learned in Volume 1 of

hardware on which your Linux operating system

this course and it depends upon the virtual

is running. Experiment with command line

network and virtual machine created there. More

programming and how to automate various

experienced Linux users can begin with this

administrative tasks, networking, and the many

volume and download the assigned script that will

services that are required in a Linux system. Use

set up the VM for the start of Volume 2.

the logs and journals to look for clues to

Instructions with the script will provide

problems and confirmation that things are working

specifications for configuration of the virtual

correctly, and learn to enhance the security of

network and the virtual machine. Refer to the

your Linux systems and how to perform easy

volume overviews in the book's introduction to

local and remote backups. What You Will Learn

select the volume of this course most appropriate

Understand Logical Volume Management, using

for your current skill level. You’ll see how to

file managers, and special filesystemsExploit
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everything in a filePerform command line

environment Expands the discussion of

programming and basic automationConfigure

architectural principles, showing how they can be

printers and manage other hardwareManage

used to provide traceability and rationale for

system services with systemd, user management,

architectural decisions Explains how agile

security, and local and remote backups using

development and architecture can work together

simple and freely available tools Who This Book

Positions requirements and architecture activities

Is For Anyone who wants to continue to learn

in the project context Presents a new lightweight

Linux in depth as an advanced user and system

method for architectural validation Whether you

administrator at the command line while using the

are an aspiring or practicing software architect,

GUI desktop to leverage productivity.

you will find yourself referring repeatedly to the

Software Systems Architecture Nick Rozanski

practical advice in this book throughout the

2011-10-25 Software Systems Architecture,

lifecycle of your projects. A supporting Web site

Second Edition is a highly regarded, practitioner-

containing further information can be found at

oriented guide to designing and implementing

www.viewpoints-and-perspectives.info.

effective architectures for information systems. It

The Programmer's Guide to SQL Cristian Darie

is both a readily accessible introduction to

2008-01-01 This guide combines the proven

software architecture and an invaluable handbook

tutorial approach to teaching SQL with a

of well-established best practices. With this book

collection of major SQL statements with example

you will learn how to Design and communicate an

code for five major database systems: SQL

architecture that reflects and balances the

Server, Oracle, DB2, MySQL and Access.

different needs of its stakeholders Focus on

The Adobe Photoshop Book for Digital

architecturally significant aspects of design,

Photographers for Versions CS6 and CC Scott

including frequently overlooked areas such as

Kelby 2013 Presents a step-by-step handbook

performance, resilience, and location Use

covering the principles and techniques of the

scenarios and patterns to drive the creation and

digital photography editing process using Adobe

validation of your architecture Document your

Photoshop for CS6 and CC, describing everything

architecture as a set of related views Reflecting

from color correction and digital body-sculpting to

new standards and developments in the field, this

organization and output.

new edition extends and updates much of the

Reclamation Record 1914

content, and Adds a “system context viewpoint”

Advances in Grid and Pervasive Computing

that documents the system’s interactions with its

Christophe Cérin 2007-06-21 This book
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constitutes the refereed proceedings of the

tests for classes and functions, and functional

Second International Conference on Grid and

tests for user interactions within the browser

Pervasive Computing, GPC 2007, held in Paris,

Learn when and how to use mock objects, and

France in May 2007. It covers all aspects of grid

the pros and cons of isolated vs. integrated tests

and pervasive computing and focuses on topics

Test and automate your deployments with a

such as cluster computing, grid computing,

staging server Apply tests to the third-party

semantic Web and semantic grid, service-oriented

plugins you integrate into your site Run tests

computing, peer-to-peer computing, mobile

automatically by using a Continuous Integration

computing, as well as grid and pervasive related

environment Use TDD to build a REST API with a

applications.

front-end Ajax interface

Practical Unigraphics NX3 Modeling, Drafting and

PHP Solutions David Powers 2011-05-30 This is

Assemblies Stephen M. Samuel 2005

the second edition of David Powers' highly-

Test-Driven Development with Python Harry J.W.

respected PHP Solutions: Dynamic Web Design

Percival 2017-08-02 By taking you through the

Made Easy. This new edition has been updated

development of a real web application from

by David to incorporate changes to PHP since the

beginning to end, the second edition of this

first edition and to offer the latest techniques—a

hands-on guide demonstrates the practical

classic guide modernized for 21st century PHP

advantages of test-driven development (TDD)

techniques, innovations, and best practices. You

with Python. You’ll learn how to write and run

want to make your websites more dynamic by

tests before building each part of your app, and

adding a feedback form, creating a private area

then develop the minimum amount of code

where members can upload images that are

required to pass those tests. The result? Clean

automatically resized, or perhaps storing all your

code that works. In the process, you’ll learn the

content in a database. The problem is, you're not

basics of Django, Selenium, Git, jQuery, and

a programmer and the thought of writing code

Mock, along with current web development

sends a chill up your spine. Or maybe you've

techniques. If you’re ready to take your Python

dabbled a bit in PHP and MySQL, but you can't

skills to the next level, this book—updated for

get past baby steps. If this describes you, then

Python 3.6—clearly demonstrates how TDD

you've just found the right book. PHP and the

encourages simple designs and inspires

MySQL database are deservedly the most

confidence. Dive into the TDD workflow, including

popular combination for creating dynamic

the unit test/code cycle and refactoring Use unit

websites. They're free, easy to use, and provided
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by many web hosting companies in their standard

to package elements. This very successful book

packages. Unfortunately, most PHP books either

is distinguished by a superior writing style that

expect you to be an expert already or force you

draws upon common reader experiences to

to go through endless exercises of little practical

introduce economic concepts, making economic

value. In contrast, this book gives you real value

theory more accessible and interesting. “Case

right away through a series of practical examples

Studies” and numerous examples take advantage

that you can incorporate directly into your sites,

of readers’ intuitive knowledge of economics,

optimizing performance and adding functionality

building upon real-life situations. Important

such as file uploading, email feedback forms,

coverage of the recent economic crisis is included

image galleries, content management systems,

throughout. A fully integrated program of

and much more. Each solution is created with not

technology enhancements sets this text apart by

only functionality in mind, but also visual design.

pairing the book with numerous online multimedia

But this book doesn't just provide a collection of

learning tools that have been developed to help

ready-made scripts: each PHP Solution builds on

the text better serve a wide range of learning

what's gone before, teaching you the basics of

styles. Important Notice: Media content

PHP and database design quickly and painlessly.

referenced within the product description or the

By the end of the book, you'll have the

product text may not be available in the ebook

confidence to start writing your own scripts or—if

version.

you prefer to leave that task to others—to adapt

Fintech Business Models Matthias Fischer

existing scripts to your own requirements. Right

2021-02-08 This book on fintechs shows an

from the start, you're shown how easy it is to

international comparison on a global level. It is

protect your sites by adopting secure coding

the first book where 10 years of financing rounds

practices.

for fintechs have been analyzed for 10 different

Microeconomics: A Contemporary Introduction

fintech segments. It is the first book to show the

William A. McEachern 2013-01-03 Any

Canvas business model for fintechs.

suggestions for copywriter or provide generic

Professionals and students get a global

description of the product to be used for the

understanding of fintechs. The case examples in

Internet or non-channel specific applications.

the book cover Europe, the U.S. and China.

NOTE: If you have a book only version for this

About the author: Matthias Fischer is professor of

product, it is imperative that you provide a

finance and banking at the Institute of Technology

description that does not include any references

Nuremberg Georg-Simon-Ohm in Germany. His
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research has focused on strategy and M&A in the

the strategic logics of these new entrants to

banking sector, value-based management, robo-

finance, who are carriers of innovation and

advisory and fintechs. Dr. Fischer also serves as

sometimes of disruption, and whose strategies

a member of the Groupe de Recherche en

are focused on the need to always meet the

Management at the IAE Nice Graduate School of

emerging expectations of their customers. This

Management, Université Côte d'Azur in France.

precise and well-documented analysis should

He is internationally active as a strategy and

enable banks to reposition themselves in their

financial advisor. Reviews of the book: FinTech is

ecosystem by studying these new business

not the next 'big thing.' It is the big thing now!

models, which will enable them to boost their

FinTech is the new business model for the global

growth. Professor Dr. Nadine Tournois, Dean of

financial sector, offering clear and enormous

IAE Nice Graduate School of Management,

potential for vast economies of scale and scope,

Université Côte d'Azur, France, Chevalier de la

massive cost savings and efficiency gains,

Légion d'honneur Fintech Business Models is a

significant risk reduction, and opening the door to

must-have book to understand the rapid and

banking for literally billions of currently unbanked

intense changes occurring in the financial sector.

people. Professor Fischer has done a masterful

New technologies have allowed the birth of new

job of expertly and informatively taking us through

financial species, such as Fintech, more adapted

all aspects of the revolutionary new FinTech

to the new digital economy. The content

business models. Using state-of-the-art research

dedicated to the application of blockchain

techniques, he insightfully shows us how FinTech

technology helps to understand its opportunities

firms are financed and how they aspire to create

in the financial sector, not only in the means of

value. His in-depth case studies unlock the keys

payment and cryptoactives, but also in how

to success in the FinTech sector. His fascinating

blockchain can make multiple internal processes

book is a 'must read' for all financial

improve, allowing to optimize the management,

professionals. Dr. Stephen Morrell, Professor of

efficiency and even security of operations.

Economics and Finance, Andreas School of

Without any doubt, this book offers an

Business, Barry University, Miami, USA Matthias

extraordinary vision of how the fintech sector has

Fischer's latest book offers a comprehensive

become a catalyst for change in banking in the

overview of Fintech business models around the

context of the current Digital Society. Phd.

world. With a very pedagogical approach, and in

Ricardo Palomo, Full Professor of Finance,

a particularly fluid style, the author takes us into

Deputy Chancellor for Digital Transformation at
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Universidad CEU San Pablo, Madrid, Spain and

the state of the art of the current fintech world.

member of the Board of Alastria Blockchain

Prof. Dr. Jürgen Moormann, Professor of Bank

Ecosytem This book provides a detailed and

and Process Management at Frankfurt School of

original overview of the most important fintech

Finance & Management, Germany

business models in the major global markets.

Clinical Work with Substance-Abusing Clients,

Through a savvy use of the well-known Business

Second Edition Shulamith Lala Ashenberg

Model Canvas methodology, the author explores

Straussner 2004-08-31 This widely adopted text

the unique ecosystem, business model’s

offers practical guidance for working with

components, and sources of competitive

substance abusers and their families in a variety

advantage of successful fintech firms. The book,

of clinical contexts. Expert contributors present

in particular, offers an insightful and

major assessment and treatment approaches

comprehensive analysis of the winning and losing

together with detailed recommendations for

strategies and performances of fintech firms by

intervening with specific substances and meeting

segment of activity such as, instant digital

the needs of different populations. Throughout,

payments, crowd-funding, robo-advisory,

helpful case vignettes illustrate how to translate

alternative finance, credit & factoring, social

the ideas presented into practice and overcome

trading, personal finance management,

common stumbling blocks. Practitioners and

blockchain and cryptocurrencies. It is indeed a

students will find all the information needed to

very unique and valuable study on the fintech

stay current in the field in this authoritative,

industry, its trends, and its emerging business

comprehensive, and highly accessible work.

models. Prof. Ivo Pezzuto, The International

Beginning Visual Basic 2005 Databases Thearon

School of Management, Paris, France and

Willis 2005-11-11 As one of the most popular

Adjunct Professor of International Business and

programming languages in the world, Visual Basic

Strategic Management Università Cattolica del

continues to expand on the functionality and

Sacro Cuore, Department of Business

flexibility of its framework. This book explains how

Management, Milan, Italy The emergence of

to use Visual Basic 2005 to write efficient

fintechs is one of the most relevant drivers of

database applications that can be used

change in the financial services industry. The

throughout an enterprise. With this teaching tool,

book presented here delivers an impressing

you'll learn how to use queries, views, and stored

overview of fintechs’ activity areas, business

procedures to efficiently access and manipulate

models and funding patterns. The book reflects

data from your applications. You'll get a firm
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grasp on using ADO.NET as well as OleDb, SQL,

outlets will work best. Original.

and Oracle to access specific databases. Plus,

Adaptation in Wireless Communications - 2

hands-on examples and try-it-out exercises help

Volume Set Mohamed Ibnkahla 2018-10-08 The

you put your reading into practice so that with

widespread use of adaptation techniques has

each chapter, you'll gradually build the pieces of

helped to meet the increased demand for new

a single application. What you will learn from this

applications. From adaptive signal processing to

book How ADO.NET continues to evolve as a

cross layer design, Adaptation in Wireless

building block for accessing and manipulating

Communications covers all aspects of adaptation

data in relational databases Ways to encrypt and

in wireless communications in a two-volume set.

decrypt data, hash passwords, and further secure

Each volume provides a unified framework for

access to your data Techniques for accessing

understanding adaptation and relates various

your Web Service from both Windows(r) and Web

specializations through common terminologies. In

applications Best practices for using business

addition to simplified state-of-the-art cross layer

logic and data access components to produce

design approaches, they also describe advanced

report data or update data in your back-end

techniques, such as adaptive resource

databases Who this book is for This book is for

management, 4G communications, and energy

developers who want to learn to write database

and mobility aware MAC protocols.

applications and back-end databases, such as

Social Informatics: An Information Society for All?

Microsoft(r) Access, Microsoft(r) SQL Server, and

In Remembrance of Rob Kling Jacques Berleur

Oracle(r). Some experience with Visual Basic

2007-01-15 The principal message of the ‘Human

2005 is helpful but not required. Wrox Beginning

Choice and Computers’ (HCC) tradition and its

guides are crafted to make learning programming

associated conferences over the years is that

languages and technologies easier than you

there are choices and alternatives. In this volume,

think, providing a structured, tutorial format that

Social Informatics takes two directions. The first

will guide you through all the techniques involved.

supports readers in interpreting of the meaning of

The Social Media Bible Lon Safko 2012-05-08

Social Informatics. The second, more extensive

Provides a framework for businesses looking to

part develops an overview of various applications

increase sales, profits and brand value by

of Social Informatics. Researchers inspired by

engaging people in new forms of communication,

Social Informatics touch many areas of human

collaboration, education and entertainment and

and social life.

helps companies decide which social media

United States Reports United States. Supreme
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Court 1987

volume describes advanced techniques such as

Adaptation and Cross Layer Design in Wireless

adaptive resource management, adaptive

Networks Mohamed Ibnkahla 2018-10-08

modulation and coding, 4G communications,

Adaptive techniques play a key role in modern

QoS, diversity combining, and energy and

wireless communication systems. The concept of

mobility aware MAC protocols. The first volume in

adaptation is emphasized in the Adaptation in

the series, Adaptive Signal Processing in

Wireless Communications Series through a

Wireless Communications (cat no.46012) covers

unified framework across all layers of the wireless

adaptive signal processing at the physical layer.

protocol stack ranging from the physical layer to

The Web Application Hacker's Handbook Dafydd

the application layer, and from cellular systems to

Stuttard 2011-03-16 This book is a practical guide

next-generation wireless networks. Adaptation

to discovering and exploiting security flaws in web

and Cross Layer Design in Wireless Networks is

applications. The authors explain each category

devoted to adaptation in the data link layer,

of vulnerability using real-world examples, screen

network layer, and application layer. The book

shots and code extracts. The book is extremely

presents state-of-the-art adaptation techniques

practical in focus, and describes in detail the

and methodologies, including cross-layer

steps involved in detecting and exploiting each

adaptation, joint signal processing, coding and

kind of security weakness found within a variety

networking, selfishness in mobile ad hoc

of applications such as online banking, e-

networks, cooperative and opportunistic protocols,

commerce and other web applications. The topics

adaptation techniques for multimedia support, self

covered include bypassing login mechanisms,

–organizing routing, and tunable security services.

injecting code, exploiting logic flaws and

It presents several new theoretical paradigms and

compromising other users. Because every web

analytical findings which are supported with

application is different, attacking them entails

various simulation and experimental results.

bringing to bear various general principles,

Adaptation in wireless communications is needed

techniques and experience in an imaginative way.

in order to achieve high capacity and ubiquitous

The most successful hackers go beyond this, and

communications. The current trend in wireless

find ways to automate their bespoke attacks. This

communication systems is to make adaptation

handbook describes a proven methodology that

dependent upon the state of the relevant

combines the virtues of human intelligence and

parameters in all layers of the system. Focusing

computerized brute force, often with devastating

on simplified cross layer design approaches, this

results. The authors are professional penetration
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testers who have been involved in web

certification candidates. In addition to the

application security for nearly a decade. They

engaging and accessible instructional approach

have presented training courses at the Black Hat

that has earned author Todd Lammle the "Best

security conferences throughout the world. Under

Study Guide Author" award in CertCities Readers'

the alias "PortSwigger", Dafydd developed the

Choice Awards for two consecutive years, this

popular Burp Suite of web application hack tools.

updated fifth edition provides: In-depth coverage

The Handbook of Internet Studies Mia Consalvo

of every CCNA exam objective Expanded IP

2012-12-17 The Handbook of Internet Studies

addressing and subnetting coverage More

brings together scholars from a variety of fields to

detailed information on EIGRP and OSPF

explore the profound shift that has occurred in

Leading-edge exam preparation software

how we communicate and experience our world

Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives,

as we have moved from the industrial era into the

including: Network planning & designing

age of digital media. Presents a wide range of

Implementation & operation LAN and WAN

original essays by established scholars in

troubleshooting Communications technology

everything from online ethics to ways in which

Bluetooth Profiles Dean A. Gratton 2003 This

indigenous peoples now use the Internet Looks at

roadmap for implementation and application

the role of the internet in modern societies, and

construction is aimed at the Bluetooth community

the continuing development of internet studies as

that is currently developing applications on top of

an academic field Explores Internet studies

the Bluetooth Core. Gratton details the usage

through history, society, culture, and the future of

scenarios for Bluetooth, known as Profiles,

online media Provides introductory frameworks to

essentially defining the end-user applications and

ground and orientate the student, while also

their interoperability requirements.

providing more experienced scholars with a

OCP Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 11

convenient and comprehensive overview of the

Programmer II Study Guide Scott Selikoff

latest trends and critical directions in the many

2020-07-21 Oracle has announced big changes

areas of Internet research

to its Oracle Certified Professional (OCP) Java

CCNA: Cisco Certified Network Associate Study

SE 11 certification program. As of October 1,

Guide Todd Lammle 2006-02-20 Here's the book

2020, the OCP Java SE 11 Programmer I Exam

you need to prepare for Cisco's CCNA exam,

1Z0-815 and Programmer II Exam 1Z0-816 will

640-801. This Study Guide was developed to

be retired, and Oracle will begin offering a new

meet the exacting requirements of today's Cisco

Developer Exam 1Z0-819 to replace the previous
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exams. The good news is you’ll only need to

class design, generics and collections, threads,

pass one exam instead of two exams to earn the

concurrency, IO and NIO, and more. Access to

OCP certification! If you’re working toward the

Sybex's superior online interactive learning

current OCP Java SE 11 certification, keep going.

environment and test bank—including self-

You have until October 1, 2020 to complete your

assessment tests, chapter tests, bonus practice

current OCP. If you’ve already taken the

exam questions, electronic flashcards, and a

Programmer I Exam 1Z0-815 and would like to

searchable glossary of important terms—provides

take the Programmer II Exam 1Z0-816, you have

everything you need to be fully prepared on exam

until September 30, 2020 to take the exam in the

day. This must-have guide: Covers all exam

current program. NOTE: Oracle will continue to

objectives such as inheriting abstract classes and

offer the Upgrade Exam 1Z0-817 (Upgrade from

interfaces, advanced strings and localization,

OCA Java 7 & 8). Thecompletely-updated

JDBC, and Object-Oriented design principles and

preparation guide for the new OCP Oracle

patterns Explains complex material and reinforces

Certified Professional Java SE 11 Programmer II

your comprehension and retention of important

exam—covers Exam 1Z0-816 Java, a platform-

topics Helps you master more advanced areas of

independent, object-oriented programming

functional programming Demonstrates practical

language, is used primarily in mobile and desktop

methods for building Java solutions OCP Oracle

application development. It is a popular language

Certified Professional Java SE 11 Programmer II

for client-side cloud applications and the principal

Study Guide will prove invaluable for anyone

language used to develop Android applications.

seeking achievement of this challenging exam, as

Oracle has recently updated its Java Programmer

well as junior- to senior-level programmers who

certification tracks for Oracle Certified

uses Java as their primary programming

Professional. OCP Oracle Certified Professional

language.

Java SE 11 Programmer II Study Guide ensures

TV White Space Spectrum Technologies Rashid

that you are fully prepared for this difficult

Abdelhaleem Saeed 2012-02-28 Although

certification exam. Covering 100% of exam

sophisticated wireless radio technologies make it

objectives, this in-depth study guide provides

possible for unlicensed wireless devices to take

comprehensive coverage of the functional-

advantage of un-used broadcast TV spectra,

programming knowledge necessary to succeed.

those looking to advance the field have lacked a

Every exam topic is thoroughly and completely

book that covers cognitive radio in TV white

covered including exceptions and assertions,

spaces (TVWS). Filling this need, TV White
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Space Spectrum Technologies: Regulations,

Suggesting a number of applications that can be

Standards and Applications explains how white

deployed to provide new services to users,

space technology can be used to enable the

including broadband Internet applications, the

additional spectrum access that is so badly

book highlights potential business opportunities

needed. Providing a comprehensive overview and

and addresses the deployment challenges that

analysis of the topics related to TVWS, this

are likely to arise.

forward-looking reference contains contributions

ASP.NET Developer's JumpStart Paul D. Sheriff

from key industry players, standards developers,

2002 The purpose of ASP.NET JumpStart is to

and researchers from around the world in TV

show readers the practical applications of .NET

white space, dynamic spectrum access, and

and ASP.NET by illustrating how to build Web-

cognitive radio fields. It supplies an extensive

based applications using Web Forms and Web

survey of new technologies, applications,

Services. Emphasis will be on good programming

regulations, and open research areas in TVWS.

standards and practices. The reader will be taken

The book is organized in four parts: Regulations

from an introduction of the VB .NET language to

and Profiles—Covers regulations, spectrum

intermediate topics through a step-by-step

policies, channelization, and system requirements

approach, which gives the reader the opportunity

Standards—Examines TVWS standards efforts in

to try out the practices presented in each chapter.

different standard-developing organizations, with

Windows Vista Secrets Paul Thurrott 2008-10-03

emphasis on the IEEE 802.22 wireless network

Follows the highly successful first edition with

standard Coexistence—Presents coexistence

over 25% more content, including extensive

techniques between all potential TVWS

coverage of the latest update, Service Pack 1

standards, technologies, devices, and service

Addresses a huge market of consumers eager to

providers, with emphasis on the Federal

learn about hidden gems and secrets in Vista and

Communications Commission’s (FCC) recent

SP1 Covers features that are not disclosed in

regulations and policies, and IEEE 802.19

Microsoft's books or help files A highly connected

coexistence study group efforts Important

and qualified author has gathered information

Aspects—Considers spectrum allocation, use

from an extensive network of Windows beta

cases, and security issues in the TVWS network

testers and thousands of readers, as well as

This complete reference includes coverage of

conducted his own experiments on the new OS

system requirements, collaborative sensing,

New chapters cover personalizing and configuring

spectrum sharing, privacy, and interoperability.

Vista, networking, Zune, Vista and ultra-mobile
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PCs, Windows Home Server, and many more

table—all explained with a logical, no-nonsense

new topics

approach. This book will be borrowed by every

ASP.NET 2.0 Illustrated Alex Homer 2006-06-06

developer you work with, so guard it wisely!”

“This book is a phenomenal start for someone

—John Timney, Microsoft MVP, senior Web

new to ASP.NET, as well as a complete guide to

services consultant, British Telecom “This book

the new features of version 2.0 for programmers

will absolutely change the way you view

familiar with an earlier version. The beginning

ASP.NET technology. Read it and your existing

chapters detail concepts using a hypothetical

Web sites will suddenly appear to be

company, examining the myriad sorts of requests

underperforming.” —Chris Carpenter, senior

and situations often requested by clients. The

software engineer, L3 Communications, Inc. “The

authors deal with these in an eloquent, realistic

authors have worked closely with the ASP.NET

manner. They have clearly worked in the industry

team at Microsoft to makesure that this book is

and have faced real-world challenges that

authoritative, accurate, and informative. Anyone

programmers encounter daily. The content covers

usingASP.NET will find a wealth of useful

everything from the most basic tasks to the most

information on ASP.NET 2.0.” —Scott Guthrie,

complex, and is a comprehensive collection of

general manager, .NET Developer Platform,

information on ASP.NET 2.0. Every topic is well-

Microsoft Corporation Developers moving to

referenced for additional information, but contains

ASP.NET 2.0, the breakthrough Web

clear examples that work. The content is technical

development environment from Microsoft, will

but the clear writing makes it easy to understand.

want to learn how to take full advantage of the

Difficult concepts are explained in such a way

new features that make this the most productive

that this book will quickly become your favorite

and powerful Web development environment

reference for ASP.NET!” —Ronda Pederson,

ever. ASP.NET 2.0 Illustrated teaches developers

consultant, Microsoft MVP Visual Developer,

exactly what they need to know to create exciting

ASP/ASP.NET “As to be expected from two of

Web sites and applications quickly and easily

today’s leading technical authors, this book is a

using ASP.NET 2.0. Renowned authors,

cracking guide to getting the most from the ASP

developers, and conference speakers Alex Homer

2.0 Framework. Detailed chapters, concise yet

and Dave Sussman have written a concise,

practical examples, and clear explanation provide

detailed exploration of the “must learn” features

the grounding and support necessary to leverage

of ASP.NET 2.0. The book’s many original

the new features that ASP 2.0 brings to the

examples, fully updated for the release version of
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ASP.NET 2.0, are all downloadable from the

The Motor Way 1903

authors’ Web site, and many can be run live

Official Reports of the Supreme Court United

online. The authors provide detailed coverage of

States. Supreme Court 1985

Connecting to databases, using data source and

Visual Basic .NET and XML Rod Stephens

data display controls with SQL statements and

2002-09-18 An accessible and step-by-step

stored procedures; creating business layers and

approach to using VB.NET and XML enterprise

data layers with custom classes and Typed

application development XML is a tool for

DataSets; and providing declarative access to

interacting with, describing, and transporting data

business and data layers Techniques for

between machines across networks and across

improving the scalability and responsiveness of

the Internet-perfectly suited for Microsoft's .NET

data-driven sites, including caching techniques for

plan to fully integrate the Internet into distributed

data and ASP.NET pages Binding to XML,

computing. By using real-world and fully-

transforming XML, updating XML data, and

functional examples, this book quickly brings

managing XML data stored in SQL Server 2005

Visual Basic programmers and developers up to

Building interactive Web forms with a wide variety

speed on XML for enterprise application

of ASP.NET controls Understanding and using

development. The authors include an overview of

the core functionality of the Page class and key

XML and how it works with VB.NET, then explain

.NET Framework classes Providing a consistent

how to use it to manipulate data in distributed

sitewide look and feel using Master Pages Six

environments. Companion Web site at

ways to provide site navigation, including the new

www.vb-helper.com features the complete

navigation controls Securing sites and

working code for all the examples built in the

implementing membership and roles Using

book. Microsoft Technologies .NET Platform: The

profiles, personalization, and themes in your

next big overhaul to Microsoft's technologies that

applications Building user-customizable Web

will bring enterprise distributed computing to the

portals with Web Parts Supporting multiple

next level by fully integrating the Internet into the

browsers, disabled users, mobile devices, and

development platform. This will allow interaction

international users Creating and consuming Web

between any machine, on any platform, and on

services Developers will come away from this

any device. Visual Basic.NET: The update to this

book knowing exactly how to build secure,

popular visual programming language will offer

efficient, visually consistent, easy-to-navigate,

greater Web functionality, more sophisticated

data-driven Web sites with ASP.NET 2.0.

object-oriented language features, links to
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Microsoft's new common runtime, and a new

Interfaces for All” aimed to consolidate recent

interface. ASP.NET: A programming framework

work and to stimulate further discussion on the

(formerly known as Active Server Pages) for

state of the art in “User Interfaces for All” and its

building powerful Web-based enterprise

increasing range of applications in the upcoming

applications; can be programmed using VB.NET

Information Society. The emphasis of the 2004

or C#. C#: Microsoft's new truly object-oriented

event was on “User-Centered Interaction

programming language that builds on the

Paradigms for Universal Access in the Information

strengths of C++ and the ease of Visual Basic;

Society. ” The requirement for user-centered u-

promises to give Sun's Java a run for its money.

versal access stems from the growing impact of

User-Centered Interaction Paradigms for Universal

the fusion of the emerging techno- gies and from

Access in the Information Society Christian Stary

the different dimensions of diversity that are

2004-10-29 The 8th ERCIM Workshop “User

intrinsic to the Information Society. These

Interfaces for All” was held in Vienna, Austria, on

dimensions become evident when considering the

28–29 June 2004, building upon the results of the

broad range of user characteristics, the changing

seven previous workshops held in Heraklion,

nature of human activities, the variety of contexts

Crete, Greece, 30–31 October 1995; Prague,

of use, the increasing availability and

Czech Republic, 7–8 Nov- ber 1996; Obernai,

diversi?cation of information, knowledge sources

France, 3–4 November 1997; Stockholm,

and e-services, the proliferation of technological

Sweden, 19–21 October 1998; Dagstuhl,

platforms, etc.

Germany, 28 November – 1 December 1999;

Dr. Tom Shinder's ISA Server 2006 Migration

Florence, Italy, 25–26 October 2000; and Paris

Guide Thomas W Shinder 2011-04-18 Dr. Tom

(Chantilly), France, 24–25 October 2002. The

Shinder’s ISA Server 2006 Migration Guide

concept of “User Interfaces for All” targets a

provides a clear, concise, and thorough path to

proactive realization of the “-

migrate from previous versions of ISA Server to

signforall”principleinthe?eldofhuman-

ISA Server 2006. ISA Server 2006 is an

computerinteraction(HCI),andinvolvesthe

incremental upgrade from ISA Server 2004, this

developmentof user interfaces to

book provides all of the tips and tricks to perform

interactiveapplicationsand e-services, which

a successful migration, rather than rehash all of

provide universalaccess andusabilityto

the features which were rolled out in ISA Server

potentiallyall users. In thetraditionofits

2004. Also, learn to publish Exchange Server

predecessors, the 8th ERCIM Workshop “User

2007 with ISA 2006 and to build a DMZ. *
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Highlights key issues for migrating from previous

building blocks of the digital social experience is

versions of ISA Server to ISA Server 2006. *

much harder than it appears. Now you have help.

Learn to Publish Exchange Server 2007 Using

In the second edition of this practical guide, UX

ISA Server 2006. * Create a DMZ using ISA

design experts Christian Crumlish and Erin

Server 2006. Dr. Tom Shinder’s previous two

Malone share hard-won insights into what works,

books on configuring ISA Server have sold more

what doesn’t, and why. With more than 100

than 50,000 units worldwide. Dr. Tom Shinder is

patterns, design principles, and best practices,

a Microsoft Most Valuable Professional (MVP) for

you’ll learn how to balance opposing forces and

ISA Server and a member of the ISA Server beta

grow healthy online communities by co-creating

testing team.

the experience with your users. Understand the

Building Profitable Solutions with Microsoft

overarching principles before applying tactical

BackOffice Small Business Server 4.5 Joshua

design patterns Cultivate healthy participation and

Feinberg 1999-08 Microsoft Press features the

rein in misbehaving users Learn patterns for

only comprehensive, solutions-based resource for

adding social components to an existing site

both small business network service providers

Encourage users to interact with one another,

and their customers, with information on installing

whether it’s one-to-one or many-to-many Use a

and administering BackOffice 4.5. CD offers

rating system to build a social experience around

templates for project-management and proposal-

products or services Orchestrate collaborative

building tasks, HTML code and scripts, Microsoft

groups and discover the real power of social

Exchange Server, and Microsoft Small Business

networks Explore numerous examples of each

Server console.

pattern, with an emphasis on mobile apps Learn

Handbook of Financial Data and Risk Information

how to apply social design patterns to enterprise

II Margarita S. Brose 2014-01-09 A

environments

comprehensive resource for understanding the

PC Mag 1992-02-11 PCMag.com is a leading

issues involved in collecting, measuring and

authority on technology, delivering Labs-based,

managing data in the financial services industry.

independent reviews of the latest products and

Designing Social Interfaces Christian Crumlish

services. Our expert industry analysis and

2015-08-13 Designers, developers, and

practical solutions help you make better buying

entrepreneurs today must grapple with creating

decisions and get more from technology.

social interfaces to foster user interaction and

Mastering Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 SP1

community, but grasping the nuances and the

Jim McBee 2009-01-26
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Motor Way 1904

365 based on your organization's needs. What

Mastering Office 365 Administration Thomas

you will learn Understand the vast Office 365

Carpe 2018-05-22 Leverage Office 365 to

feature set Understand how workloads and

increase your organization's efficiency Key

applications interact and integrate with each other

Features Perform common to advanced-level

Connect PowerShell to various Office 365

management and administrative tasks for your

services and perform tasks Manage Skype for

organization with Office 365 Become an Office

Business Online Get support and monitor Office

365 generalist who can work with the entire

365 service health Manage and administer

stack—not just specific products An advanced-

identities and groups efficiently Who this book is

level guide that will teach you to implement

for This book targets architects, sys admins,

enterprise-level services into your organization,

engineers, and administrators who are working

no matter the size of the business Book

with Office 365 and are responsible for

Description In today's world, every organization

configuring, implementing, and managing Office

aims to migrate to the cloud in order to become

365 in their organization. A prior knowledge of

more efficient by making full use of the latest

Office 365 and Exchange servers is mandatory.

technologies. Office 365 is your one-stop solution

Human Factors and Ergonomics in Consumer

to making your organization reliable, scalable,

Product Design Waldemar Karwowski 2011-06-22

and fast. This book will start with an overview of

Every day we interact with thousands of

Office 365 components, and help you learn how

consumer products. We not only expect them to

to use the administration portal, and perform

perform their functions safely, reliably, and

basic administration. It then goes on to cover

efficiently, but also to do it so seamlessly that we

common management tasks, such as managing

don’t even think about it. However, with the many

users, admin roles, groups, securing Office 365,

factors involved in consumer product design, from

and enforcing compliance. In the next set of

the application of human factors and ergonomics

chapters, you will learn about topics including

principles to reducing risks of malfunction and the

managing Skype for Business Online, Yammer,

total life cycle cost, well, the process just seems

OneDrive for Business, and Microsoft Teams. In

to get more complex. Edited by well-known and

the final section of the book, you will learn how to

well-respected experts, the two-volumes of

carry out reporting and monitor Office 365 service

Handbook of Human Factors and Ergonomics in

health. By the end of this book, you will be able

Consumer Product Design simplify this process.

to implement enterprise-level services with Office

The first volume, Human Factors and Ergonomics
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in Consumer Product Design: Methods and

applications in consumer product design. It also

Techniques, outlines the how to incorporate

explores user-centered aspect of consumer

Human Factors and Ergonomics (HF/E) principles

product development with discussions of user-

and knowledge into the design of consumer

centered vs. task-based approach, articulation

products in a variety of applications. It discusses

and assessment of user requirements and needs,

the user-centered design process, starting with

interaction with design models, and eco design.

how mental workload affects every day

With contributions from a team of researchers

interactions with consumer products and what

from 21 countries, the book covers the current

lessons may be applied to product design. The

state of the art methods and techniques of

book then highlights the ever-increasing role of

product ergonomics. It provides an increased

information technology, including digital imaging,

knowledge of how to apply the HF/E principles

video and other media, and virtual reality

that ultimately leads to better product design.
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